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Editor's Note: PETRA'S STORY-FROM PLASTY TO LUNDBY. Karin 
Schrey, an experienced journalist who writes about dolls, teddy 
bears, and dollhouses for German magazines, was very generous to 
share her 2005 article about the Petra doll and Plasty, a company that 
was acquired by Lundby in 1987.  

We also thank Carolyn Frank of Virginia who edited Karin's 
translation from German into English. She used terms that are 
recognizable to English speakers and also added more information 
about Petra's markings and descriptions. Carolyn commented that 
she very much enjoyed researching Petra, the Plasty (and later 
Lundby) doll that competed with Barbie in Europe.

PETRA, the German response to the phenomenal success of Mattel's 
Barbie, was created by Plasty of Neulußheim. While Barbie was 
relatively expensive, Petra was a lower priced, yet lovely, alternative. 

Plasty began operation in late 1948 and produced mainly plastic 
playthings. Their slogan, at the time, was "toys at reasonable prices." 
The founders of the firm, Hellmut Fiedler (1909-1973) and Friedrich 
Podey (1907-1984), had been friends since their apprenticeship at the 
Rheinischen Gummi-und Celluloidfabrik, the celluloid doll factory in 
Mannheim; it was better known as Schildkröt-Werke (the "turtle" 
company). Herr Podey was the author of the little Schildkröt booklets 
on celluloid dolls/puppets, and Herr Fiedler worked as a designer and 
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product manager.   

Petra was introduced at the Nuremberg Toy Fair of 1965. She was 
approximately the same size (11.5"/28.75cm) as Barbie, her American 
counterpart. Frauen Fiedler and Podey designed 16 outfits for the 
doll.  

The first Petra dolls had inset hair done in hairdos as ponytails and 
flips (like Barbie) and the head and straight-leg-body were not 
marked. The "Fashion Queen"-style Petra with bald head and a wig 
set came, too, with the first head mold and the straight-leg body as 
well as with the 2nd head mold and the twist body; "Petra" marks on 
head and body started in 1967 with the 2nd head and the twist body. 

During her first year of production, 460,000 dolls and one million 
outfits were sold. However, at the end of the year, the company was 
embroiled in a patent infringement case with Mattel, Inc. over the 
similarity of the dolls. Plasty was able to prove that the design of their 
doll was not a copy of Barbie, as the Petra head was a different sculpt. 

Fred and Peggy, the brother and little sister, were added to the Petra 
line in 1966. Each of the family members had a selection of clothing. 
Petra now had 21 outfits, a set of three wigs in different hair colors, a 
wardrobe, bed, mirror, and garden furniture. Her outfits were 
numbered and given designations, i.e., #1 Negligée, #2 Camping. 
However, the names changed periodically and many of the ensembles 
had variations in materials and colors (a "headache" for the future 
historians of Plasty and Petra). 

A new Petra mold was displayed at the 1967 Nuremberg Toy Fair. She 
now had a twist waist, bendable knees, and the title, "Petra 67." 
Markings on the 1967 doll, and those of subsequent years varied; 
some of the dolls had the addition of von Plasty on their back and 
other dolls were not marked. 

The year 1973 was very profitable for Petra and Plasty; 900,000 dolls, 
3.5 million outfits, and 800,000 accessories were sold. Ten percent of 
the total 30 million Deutschmarks came from Petra sales to European 
countries. Sadly, 1973 also marked the passing of Hellmut Fiedler. 

The early 1970s brought another facial mold for Petra. She now had a 
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petite "pouty" mouth and a slightly concave face. The new head 
sculpt was used for the "Petra Star," the doll with rooted eyelashes. 
The initial production of the mold was marked Petra Star on the back. 
Later Petra dolls with this head mold were unmarked. Her outfits 
reflected the "trendy" look of the era. 

By 1975, Friedrich Podey had sold 60 percent of Plasty to the UK firm, 
Airfix, a leading manufacturer of plastic models and toys. Plasty was 
now known as Airfix Deutschland. Unfortunately, the parent company 
went into bankruptcy in 1980. 

The firm, under the original name of Plasty, was reestablished by 
Friedrich Podey and Rudolf Podey in conjunction with an investment 
group. 

Production began in 1981 with 22 workers, and, in 1982, Petra's head 
sculpt was once again changed. The new facial mold featured an oval 
face, heavily-lashed eyes, and plumped lips. She was given flowing, 
luxurious tresses and an assortment of hair accessories. 

In 1983 Sandra Pabst, noted Berlin fashion designer, miniaturized 
many of her creations to fit Petra's proportions. Among the other 
additions to the line were a dollshouse, an auto, and a horse. The co-
founder of Plasty, Friedrich Podey, died in August of 1984, and the 
management of the firm passed to family members.  

Between 1982 and 1984, the profit margin for Petra sales increased 
from 4 million Deutschmarks to 15 million. In 1987, she was sold in 
more than 20 countries and was acknowledged as "one of the most 
famous of the fashion dolls."  

The year 1987 also brought a new owner for Plasty -- Lundby of 
Sweden. Lundby, the renowned maker of 1/16th scale dollshouses, 
increased sales from 18 million Deutschmarks in 1987 to 24 million in 
1989; the firm was now one of the top ten toy companies in Germany.  

After the fall of the Berlin Wall, Petra was sold in the former Eastern 
Bloc countries. In 1992 the firm's profits were 45 million 
Deutschmarks, 32 million of which were from Petra sales in foreign 
markets. The company's success, in large part, was achieved by the 
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78 employees in the Neulußheim factory and 850 workers in their 
other production facilities in the USA, Canada, England, France, 
Sweden, and Mexico. 

Petra again faced a new owner when Lundby, due to financial 
problems, sold Plasty to Hasbro, Inc., a US leader in the 
manufacturing of toys and games. Hasbro produced very few Petra 
dolls, but, they owned the rights to Sindy (another popular fashion 
doll of the period), and they released a set containing both dolls. 
Hasbro closed the Neulußheim plant in December of 1993 and sold 
the buildings. 

It was the end of Plasty, the company. Petra, the doll, lives on through 
the devotion of her many collectors.

In 2003, Petra was honored by the History Club of Neulußheim with an 
exhibition. The author wishes to express her appreciation to Hans-
Peter Rausch, a member of the Club, for his research on Plasty.  

Editor's Note: In addition to the above translation, Karin has shared 
two favorite photos of Petra dolls that are very meaningful to her. The 
first photo shows Petra with a ponytail in outfit No. 16, "Paris," from 
1965. The next Petra with a white flip hairdo is Karin's original Petra 
doll, which is the first version from 1965. Karin purchased her outfit 
from an unknown manufacturer. After the two photos, an editorial 
page with Karin's photo and the original magazine pages are shown. 
Below are further translations (in brief) of headlines and captions in 
the article.

Page 10: 

The new face of Petra Star with long hair (Petra with long blond hair 
done to the side)

Page 11:

Petra Casino. The different looks of Petra Star, the doll with lashes

"Sweet Petra" with audio cassette
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Petra booklet of 1967

Wig set for Petra 1960s

New version of Petra Star with long hair and original box

Page 12: 

First version of Petra with flip hairdo in outfit No. 31, "Amelia"

Petra booklets of the 1960s

The second face mold of Petra 

Two first Petras with different versions of outfit No. 16, "Paris"

Page 13:

Booklet of 1976

First Petra with bubble cut hairdo in outfit No. 15, "Nice"

Booklets of the 1960s and 1975

First Petra with ponytail in original swimsuit and box

"Sweet Petra" (late Petra) with audio cassette

Booklets of the 1960s
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